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WILL THE REAL NEWS PLEASE STAND UP?
From the Editor

Hello, and welcome to the summer edition of Roomers.  
And now, drumroll ... will the real news please stand up? 

What is the real news? That’s the question posed for this 
edition of Roomers. It’s easy to drown in hateful and divisive 
news stories pumping out 24/7. Fake news and all that. 
Exhausting. But rather than getting too hot under the collar, 
the Roomers Group decided to write about it and ask the 
questions; whose news are we being fed, and what are we 
missing here?

Talking about news, I’ve got some of my own to share. After 
ten years of managing the Roomers Project it’s time to move 
on. I’ve loved every minute of this job and am so grateful for 
all the experiences had, and wonderful people met. The writers, 
the writing, the readers, the workshops. The 26 magazine 
editions we’ve published together during my time here at 
Roomers. It’s a lot!

We’ve put on countless spoken word and theatrical performances, 
both collaboratively with other groups and organisations, and on 
our own. We’ve worked with incredible theatre-makers and 
musicians and writers. It’s been a dream job and I can’t wait to 
see what creative projects lie ahead for Roomers.

Here is a list of the themes we have covered over the last ten 
years, just to remind you of how much we have covered. 

Thank you to everyone involved in this wonderful project. 
Thank you for your writing and commitment to sharing your 
words and stories. Thank you for making my time here so 
bloody excellent, and long may Roomers continue! 

Cheers, Philippa

26 issues across 10 years:
#42 Nature
#43 The issues issue
#44 The rock’n’roll issue
#45 Short stories
#46 Sprung
#47 The sea
#48 The hallway the alleyway
#49 Fractured fairy tales
#50 Suitcase tales
#51 Animal kingdom
#52 Family
#53 Microfiction
#54 Dear Doctor
#55 Footprints
#56 Food
#57 Clothes
#58 Something about love
#59 Music
#60 The coffee table edition
#61 The issue with ageing
#62 There’s something living in my ear
#63 What’s your superpower?
#64 Done to death
#65 That was then, this is now
#66 The three Rs: Reading, Writing and Roomers
#67 Will the real news please stand up? 
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BABBLE
Roderick Waller 

‘No news is good news Alf ’, Mrs. 
Runkling looks at her husband’s walnut 
face, as she puts supper on the table. 

‘It’s alright preachin’ that, but I’d like 
to know what’s really going on with 
Riva and Thomas’, Mr Runkling spoke, 
steadying his pegleg at the fireside, 
warming his muttonchop hands. ‘If it 
rains, it pours, that’s what I say, bit o’ 
bad news, and it snowballs.’

‘Oh stop with complainin’ Alf, they’ll 
come no harm, just havin’ a bit of fun 
on the moors; remember you a lad, 
tramping about hills, gettin’ lost and 
police lookin’ for yer.’

The next morning, frost on Dan’s 
pastures, Alf pyjamaed grabs the phone, 

‘ Yes, yes, you found em?’, he yells, 
swaying in a foul temper. 

‘Steady on Alf ’, the sergeant winces, 
‘false alarms, no clear sightings’.

‘False alarms’, Alf moans.

‘2am a stranger comes knocking, said he 
saw a couple down Daggets Lane, by 
Bloom’s meadow, but the description don’t 
fit Tom, and tell the truth he’d had one or 
two. They’ll turn up Alf, don’t worry.’

Fatima Runkling stays near the phone 
now, her nerves jingling. This time, any 
news is good news, long as it’s not those 
prankster rascals at Blumstead farm, 
lying all the time, putting the wind up 
folk, she mused. Then dark thoughts 
came of poor Shannon a few years ago, 
missing on the bogs. ‘Found him face 
up in the brook at Tulip Causeway. Been 
there for days. And the detectives telling 
lies, covering up for their pride.’

Fatima shudders. Now, I want it straight 
from the horse’s mouth. Tight-lipped 
she jumps as the phone rings. ‘Alf, is 
that you?’ 

‘I got real news, Tom is safe, at Hawksters 
Pub, spoke to ‘im meself. All that tittle 
tattle, tommyrot, people surmising.  
Got to get the real facts yerself,  
‘specially when they always changin.’

‘Ah!’ puffs Fats, dizzy and smiles. ‘Gotta 
stay on top o’ things, sift out the chaff, 
village lads frightening folk with half 
news, half true Alf ’, she says. 

‘Right lass you are, and don’t tell me 
no news is good news. Reporters and 
newsmen always makin’ assumptions,  
all ghost stories and fairy tales.’

Fats sweetly says, ‘Get you ‘ome Alf, 
bread and butter pudding on the stove 
for you’.

Alf marches out the village to Hawksters 
Pub, ‘Ah there you are, me boy’, shaking 
hands, ‘where’s the girl?’ 

The boy sobbed,  
‘I don’t know, one 
minute we’re holding 
hands on the bogs, 
cuddling and laughing, 
next thing she’s 
vanished into thin air’.



SO HERE I AM
John King

So here I am, I just ticked over into my seventh decade 
It’s been a roller coaster 
Highs and lows 
I guess I’ve had some luck 
Luck comes in two flavours as you know 
Life teaches you that it’s not all about sex and money 
Although both are great 
Looking back I pursued everything a little too much 
But as I get older I have fewer regrets 
I’m surrounded by a beautiful, crazy, loving family 
Just what I’ve always wanted 
Fortune has brought me here 
To the safety of the harbour of my home 
They say you’re wealthy when you’re healthy 
A few aches and pains but nothing too serious 
I got my seniors card in the mail the other day 
I’m living high on the hog 
Looking forward to the next thirty years 
Sixty is the new forty. Isn’t it?

DRIFT AWAY INTO MEANING
Justin Bergelin

She dances triumphantly 
She is true 
Her cherry brown hair 
Dances like red and brown 
Fire ribbons in the sky 
The soft wind wants but can ask  
no more 
The high sun bellows and cries 
Where will you go and what will  
you do 
Joy and loss bring it out of the dark 
A golden love you 
Cannot taint

Blurred in a gentle light 
With a free care for all 
All who came before 
The new breath of the sun destroys  
my attempts 
At waywardness 
No more sickening pain 
Only selflessness in love 
The dry blood moon moans 
The fireflies dance so lazily 
Flowers bend and bloom 
Right before me 
A bird sings

A sign and smile for truth 
Forgiveness trembles in wonder 
Every death has sold my fearful  
wants and lack of understanding 
I care only for the reflection upon  
your heart 
Stars heat our blood away from  
wayward mistakes 
Your eyes remove my loss 
I wish only for … 
Breaking hard against anger I now  
see you

Love stumbles I can’t breathe or hold 
My steps have wavered and learnt 
What’s not new or done 
I’m not far away I’m always with you 
The loving one left in the cold road 
Feel the love that brings us home 
Where we should be 
Has never gone
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UNTITLED
Emma Gell

The news is a soundbite serenade. 
Tweet the important stuff. 
(What does Facebook think I’d like?)  
You’re under surveillance. 
Peter Dutton looks like a potato.

There’s plastic in the rain! Flash flooding in Japan, 
Wildfires in the hills 
so early in the season.

A credit card’s worth of plastic, every week, in my gut. 
A climate emergency? Depends who you ask.  
People are stopping the traffic. 
Hay bales on the highway 
wrapped in plastic.

BEST HUMANS BLANK EARTH CLIMATE CHANGE BLANK INFORMATION IS NOW BLANK BLANK IS THE NEW BLANK BLANK NEWS BLANKETY BLANK BLANK THE GOVERNMENT BLANK WORKS CHINA BLANKS U.S.A ALTRUISM
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LOVE ALWAYS, ADRIAN
Barry Lee Thompson

Dear Frank, 
I thought I’d drop you a line with my 
news from Carlisle. It’s been bitterly 
cold here these last few days. In my flat, 
particularly. I’ve taken to wearing a hat 
to bed at night. Heat escapes from the 
head, you used to say. Looks silly, but 
there’s no one to see it. And lots of brisk 
walking has been in order, more than 
usual, striding as if I’m on a mission, to 
keep warm, keep the blood pumping. I 
can see that there’s heavy snow forecast 
for Friday and over the weekend.

Yesterday I got chatting with an older 
man in a pub. I’m not sure why I was 
drawn to him. Something in his eyes, 
perhaps. I did very little of the talking. 
You know me. But I listened, as I like to, 
as tends to be my way.

He spoke of this and that. He’d folded 
up the newspaper he’d been reading 
when I first went into the pub. It’s all 
rubbish, he said, picking up the paper 
and brandishing it. You’d be better off 
asking what’s new in my life, if you’re 
interested, or telling me about yours. 
That’s the real news, not what they’re 
always dictating. I asked who he was 
talking about. Media magnates or 
moguls or what have you with their 
barely disguised agendas, he said. Still, 
he said, despite misgivings he reads the 
papers every day, but for the most part 
the news is terribly bad. Things, he said, 
took a turn for the worse when Thatcher 
came to power. You’re too young to 
remember 1979, he said. I laughed.  
No, I said, I remember. I was only a  
boy, but I remember.

And that’s what made me think of you, 
Frank. Of me and you. Hence this letter. 
(Does anyone else say ‘hence’ these 
days?) We both knew, despite our youth, 
we were aware something had gone very 
wrong that year. A winter of discontent, 
they called it, the time preceding the 
election, but it was followed by a decade 
and more of much worse. The change 
was evident in the way everyone talked, 
as if an immense gloom had descended 
across us.

I let the man talk on. That election, he 
said, defined the times to come. A task 
force heading to islands in the South 
Atlantic that no one had heard of, to 
fight a so-called conflict that everyone 
knew was really a war. I considered 
interrupting him here to say how 
I’d worried back then, aware of that 
century’s earlier history, about being 
called up to fight. You remember I 
asked my parents and they assured me 
I wouldn’t because I was too young. Too 
young, but only just. But I didn’t tell 
the man any of this. He continued, said 
it was all over in a few weeks. Another 
victory for the Tories, one soaked in 
blood and ugly cheering.

He apologised for going on. Nonsense, 
I said. Tell me about yourself, he said. 
So I told him that I don’t read the news 
anymore, that it’s only the weather that 
interests me these days. Just like the boy 
in that Simon & Garfunkel song, he said. 
Yes, I said, though I’m a long way now 
from a boy. I’m also a long way from 
New York. I recited a line of the lyrics so 
he’d know I knew what song he was on 
about. It’s unusually pleasing to half-sing 
lyrics to a stranger.

Then we both fell quiet. An older man 
and a younger one, side by side, silent. 
It became a comfortable pause. I felt 
so, anyway, and I’m fairly certain he did. 
I’ve known enough people in my time 
to recognise ease when I see it. The only 
other customer in the pub was a woman 
of indeterminate age propping herself 
up at the cigarette machine, away in her 
own world.

More drinks were bought, a toilet 
break, and we resumed our seats, same 
positions, as if we were regulars in there, 
as if we always drank together like this.

Here’s the news, 
said the man, a little 
drunker by this time. 
Here’s a headline, if 
you want one: We, 
me and you, will both 
be dead in fifty years. 
Probably. But then, he 
said, I’ve no precise 
idea of your age.
You know what I’m like, Frank. I never 
did like to divulge my age. It seems 
so final. People are usually expecting 
something, and if it’s not met they 
can only be disappointed. It closes 
something off. So I shook my head, took 
up my drink. He didn’t probe. And 
now I realise he hadn’t actually asked 
the question in the first place. Maybe 
I could have volunteered the information.

And that’s it, really. After a while I 
finished my drink, told him I’d be on 
my way. He’s a regular in that pub, it 
seemed. I might go back there one day, 
talk with him again. I’m not sure.

Now that it’s written down I see there 
wasn’t that much to tell. But I thought 
you’d be interested with all the stuff 
about 1979 and onwards. Brings back 
memories, for me and I’m sure for you.  
I wonder how those years scarred us.  
It’s been on my mind.

Write back soon with your news, if you 
get a chance. I’ll let you know if that 
snow arrives on Friday.

Love always, 
Adrian.

YOU ARE HERE 
Paul Harper

Realism’s day dawned to drizzle.
Two hours later a deer in a field of cows

on the sun drenched road to Barham
Paradise.
Surrealists marvelled.

Buddhists said the day, the dawn, the drizzle,
the deer, the field, the cows

& the sun drenched road were all illusion.
Marx noted the opiate.

Just the other side of Paradise,
Naturalism shrugged & parked the bike.

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E noted PRIVATE PROPERTY
NO ACCESS.

BLANK CASH WATER BLANK IN AUSTRALIA GOOD BLANK WORKS NO BLANK TODAY TO BLANK OR NOT TO BLANK BLANK GETS HEARD GET BLANKED WHY BLANK BLANK NOW PROTESTERS BLANK POLICE BLANK CASH
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WILL THE REAL NEWS STAND UP!
Tanya Page

“Morning Press!” the vendor sang. 

This paperboy sold newspapers every 
morning on the corner of Lombard and 
Pearse Streets in Dublin city.

“One shilling!” he called as pedestrians 
and workers passed.

Jack Cash tripped over the dirty 
cobblestones as he approached the vendor. 
He rubbed the shilling in his pocket.

“Thank you sir,” he said and grinned as the 
newspaper boy handed him the newspaper 
and he paid him for the same.

Jack Cash opened up the paper. He could 
smell the fresh print as he began to read 
about this foreign land full of adventure.

Hobart Town Gazette and  
Southern Reporter 

January, 1857

Bridget Peters – Assigned Convict – 
threatened to knock her master’s  
brains out with a fire poker last night. 
She has been sentenced to the Cascades 
Female Factory in Tasmania. She is a 
demon and a menace to society but  
will be reformed as her master believes 
she is to be a good servant. Some 
believe she should be punished as she  
is a criminal and an indecent woman. 
She refuses penance. The Good Lord 
has summoned Our Lord to forgive 
her! She shall be sent to the gallows!

Hobart Newspaper 
1858

Bridget Peters – Absconder – escaped 
from the gallows and has joined the Kelly 
Gang. A reward for her whereabouts 
is “ten shillings!” Any citizen with 
knowledge will be rewarded handsomely. 
She will be punished righteously.

Jack Cash put the paper down and 
looked out the window at the passing 
fields on the morning train. Time passed 
quickly as he dreamed of this wild 
place. He thought of this woman and 
her bravery as she took hold of her own 
destiny and betrayed the authorities.

2019

Tom Jones sits on the Dart commuter 
rail and opens his Facebook account. 
He begins to flicker through flashing 
pictures of celebrities and catastrophes. 
He watches commuters board the train 
and puts on his headphones. Pictures 
move fast and an array of pop-up news 
appears on his iPad. He begins to read.

“A young woman 
has been convicted 
in the Tassie state 
of Australia. She 
is an unfit woman 
and mentally unwell. 
Authorities agree she 
should be contained. 
Her case will be 
heard today by the 
Court Magistrate.”
He begins to tweet. 

“Who does this woman think she is?” 
“What a bitch!” responds a fellow passenger. 
“Disagree!” a student twitters.

WATER BLANK IN AUSTRALIA GOOD BLANK WORKS NO BLANK TODAY TO BLANK OR NOT TO BLANK BLANK GETS HEARD GET BLANKED WHY BLANK BLANK NOW PROTESTERS BLANK POLICE BLANK ON IT BLANK IN BLANKET
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sources; or any particular newspaper 
as the ‘last bastion’ of good journalism; 
nor to any conspiracy theorist’s website. 
I propose, at least, for myself – you 
can take your own chances – to do 
two things: Thing one – I will travel 
less, roam less far afield, stay put 
more. Thing two – I intend to remain 
as attentive as possible to everything 
around me.

In this way, I hope to remain a reliable 
source of information as to the current 
state of affairs in my immediate vicinity, 
right down to the minutiae of life. In so 
doing, I will at least be able to account 
for what is going on in the tiny radius in 
which my life takes place. My objective? 
To be a reliable witness to reality in my 
‘neck o’ the woods’, a reporter of both 
the mundane and the intangible things 
that would never normally make ‘the 
news’, a sort of metal-detector of facts 
and perceptions. This Maoist bare-
foot-doctor approach to news collecting 
will re-invent the very concept of what 
constitutes news itself. It will be the start 
of a counter-revolution. To you it may 
sound petty, tedious, or just flat-out 
unachievable, but it is nowhere near as 
arduous or impossible a job as that of 
the miners on Kawah Ijen. I intend to 
be as diligent and attentive to detail in 

everyday life as the miner who takes one 
step after another up out of the crater’s 
mouth, under a heavy load. 

We will be saved from crashing by being 
brought down to earth, one observation 
at a time. When we all learn to do 
this, we will no longer rely on devices, 
websites and apps to bring us news from 
afar, escaping from our environment 
into the screen of a mobile phone or 
iPad – we will be keen observers of 
life, taking full responsibility for the 
information that we gather and consume.

Be vigilant, friends, for only in this way 
can we hope to avoid falling prey to what 
Bob Marley called vain imaginations.

“Yes you have gone,  
gone for so long, 
With your love for vanity now. 
Yes you have got,  
the wrong interpretation,  
Mixed up with vain,  
vain imagination! 
So take your sun  
and your moon,  
And your rain and your stars, 
And forever, yes, erase 
Your fantasy yeah”. 
Bob Marley, Stiff-Necked Fools, 1983

NEWS BLANKETY BLANK BLANK THE GOVERNMENT BLANK WORKS BLANK GIVES BACK HIGHER SENTENCING FOR BLANK FREE BLANK FOR BLANK BLANK ARRIVES IN MELBOURNE NEW BLANK OPPORTUNITIES SUN SHINES

OF MINERS, INFLUENCERS 
AND STIFF-NECKED FOOLS
Simon J. Andrewartha

Listening to the news, or more likely, 
watching it on TV, or reading the 
newspaper, was never much fun. It 
was done out of a sense duty – to be an 
informed citizen, to have some idea of 
what is going on in one’s own backyard 
and overseas. I read, watched, and 
listened to the news out of a desire to not 
be an ostrich with its head in the sand, 
not ‘have the wool pulled over my eyes’, 
and to be part of the wider effort to ‘keep 
the bastards honest’. Most of all, I just 
wanted to know what was going on ‘out 
there’. Keeping informed was usually 
unpleasant, but it was honest work. 

These notions used to form part of a 
reasonable expectation, reasonable, as 
in the law’s definition of ‘a reasonable 
person.’ The law asks, in a given 
situation, “What would a reasonable 
person do?”. Well, in this case, this 
reasonableness meant that I was willing 
to ingest a steady stream of unpalatable, 
depressing and tacky stories. Each 
story was always wrapped in a good 
deal of bumf, like the packaging on 
the processed food you buy at the 
supermarket every week. However, this 
portrait of the news is now as tame as 
risqué pictures on playing cards when 
compared to today’s internet porn.

Things are going to slide, 
Slide in all directions, 
Won’t be nothing, nothing 
You can measure any more. 
The blizzard,  
the blizzard of the world  
Has crossed the threshold, 
And it has overturned  
the order of the soul 
wrote Leonard Cohen in The Future, 
back in 1992. That is to say, things 
have become a lot more ‘interesting’ 
nowadays. The world has gone, ‘topsy 
turvy’, or at least it seems so to a 
Generation X bloke like me. Is it just a 
sign that I am getting old? Or is it just 
me? I don’t think so. I think you know 

what I am talking about. It’s not just my 
generation and older that are feeling this.  
New levels of preposterousness have 
been reached – not only in my lifetime, 
but even compared to Nero’s Rome.

We have galloped into a bold new world 
brimming over with news, fake news, 
social media gossip, disinformation and 
cyber-warfare stunts straight out of the 
KGB’s “active measures” (activnye 
meropriyatiya) playbook. And all of 
this is supercharged with the latest 
technology: bio-scanning devices; bots; 
block-chain technology; and ever faster 
internet and mobile phone connection 
speeds – 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G – that have 
emerged in rapid succession like small, 
mischievous critters from an improbably 
tall hat in a Dr. Seuss story. All working 
to accelerate and enlarge the volume of 
the stream of information that gushes 
out of the ether and into our heads.

This force-feeding reminds me of an 
old Looney Tunes cartoon where a 
bullying bulldog keeps stealing the 
neighbour’s pet’s food in search of 
his favourite treat – gravy – each time 
depriving the neighbouring pooches 
of his meal, while continually asking, 

“Where’s the gravy??!!”. Eventually the 
other pets get their revenge on the bully, 
force-feeding him from a huge flagon 
of gravy ... Is that enough gravy for 
you? The bulldog got his comeuppance, 
but do we really deserve to be pumped 
with all this ‘gravy’?

As I see it, the maelstrom of news, 
fake or otherwise, and social media 
communications are part of Leonard 
Cohen’s “blizzard of the world” – a 
perfect storm of white-noise that we 
have inadvertently whipped up and 
have allowed to get out of hand. Super-
fast internet; super-fast computer 
chips; an algorithm for everything – 
security; profiling; targeted advertising; 
customized news; along with a clutch of 
social media platforms and dating apps 
have turned information, relationships 
and our very selves into a new form of 
fast food. A tech-savvy British friend of 
mine, currently studying AI, said of social 
media, “If it’s free, you are the product.”

I watch Nicole Falciani, a 22-year old 
influencer in Sweden boast of her 
USD$20,000 pay cheque for each 
promotional video she models in. She 
also hopes that the Swedish concept 
of ‘Jantelagen’, emphasizing modesty 
about one’s wealth and will soon die out. 
Her rationale? Hard-working people 
(presumably including herself) should 
be proud of how much they earn and 
not made to feel ashamed of their lavish 
lifestyles. More and more ordinary 
people now openly aspire to live like 
Italian Mafiosi and Russian oligarchs,  
it seems.

I would like to take Nicole Falciani to 
Kawah Ijen, an active volcano in East 
Java where she could meet the miners 
who break up sulphur deposits in its 
steaming caldera, breathing noxious 
fumes and hauling 80kg baskets of 
sulphur, all day, every day, so that she 
can see what hard work looks like.  
But I doubt she ever will make the trip, 
and the miners don’t run Instagram 
accounts … So then, from where can 
one source some reliable news? That is 
the question, isn’t it? I am not about to 
tell you to turn to the Bible, the Koran, 
the Talmud or the Vedas. But what are 
we really looking for when we read the 
news, anyway?

When I think back to my earnest news-
reading days, it was because I wanted to 
get my bearings in the world, to know 
the left from the right, the centre from 
the periphery and the mainstream from 
the fringe, and thus where I stood in 
relation to it all. If you don’t know what 
is going on around you, how do you 
orient yourself to the world beyond your 
doorstep? How can you shape your 
course wisely, and navigate, without a 
chart of some kind? It’s a hard question 
to answer. But it must be answered, for I 
am sure you will agree that, if you can’t 
tell left from right, or up from down, 
you are in serious trouble. Somehow, we 
must be able to get our bearings in the 
middle of the ‘blizzard’.

So dear reader, I will tell you what I have 
decided do. I am not going to direct you 
to YouTube in search of alternative news 

Give me back my broken night
My mirrored room, my secret life
It’s lonely here,
There’s no one left to torture
Give me absolute control
Over every living soul
And lie beside me, baby
That’s an order
Give me crack and anal sex
Take the only tree that’s left
And stuff it up the hole
In your culture
Give me back the Berlin wall
Give me Stalin and St. Paul
I’ve seen the future, brother
It is murder
Things are going to slide, slide in all
directions
Won’t be nothing
Nothing you can measure anymore
The blizzard, the blizzard of the world
Has crossed the threshold
And it has overturned
The order of the soul
When they said (they said) repent
(repent), repent (repent)
I wonder what they meant
When they said (they said) repent 
(repent), repent (repent)
I wonder what they meant
When they said (they said) repent 
(repent), repent (repent)
I wonder what they meant
You don’t know me from the wind
You never will, you never did
I’m the little Jew
Who wrote the Bible
I’ve seen the nations rise and fall
I’ve heard their stories, heard them all
But love’s the only engine of survival
Your servant here, he has been told
To say it clear, to say it cold
It’s over, it ain’t going
Any further
And now the wheels of heaven stop
You feel the devil’s riding crop
Get ready for the future
It is murder
Things are going to slide
Slide in all directions
Won’t be nothing
Nothing you can measure anymore
The blizzard, the blizzard of the world
Has crossed the threshold
And it has overturned
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GOOD BYE MY LOVE ... !
Juliana Banken

Step by step ... up the hill in the forest  
Finally I find my place  
The peace I am longing for ...  
But why ...  
Between the rippling water  
and the sounds of the birds mating  
The silent loneliness creeps in 
I still miss you 
When you were still mine ...  and I was yours ...  
We were deeply in love 
We were young, fearless and free 
You said we were meant to be 
I was so happy

Step by step down the hill in the forest  
I realised you were no longer there waiting for me ...  
It was just sweet memories between you and me 
Good bye my love ... 

Step by step out of the forest 
I have found a different journey 
A homely place that belongs to me 
My children eagerly wait for me 
And I know they love me ...  
In the place I am meant to be 
Good bye my love 
Please stop loving me  
Take all your troubles away from me 
Leave me alone where I want to be ...  
Let me drive my own destiny ... 

IN BLANK BLANK DRYS UP CANCER BLANK TREATABLE ADULTS BLANK HAPPINESS EVERYBODY IS BLANK NEW BLANK AVAILABLE BLANK ADMITS TO BLANK BLANKETS FOR BLANK BLANKS BECOMES BLANKER TEACHERS
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this year we want super-natural  
breathing deep, and coming up                                                                                   

beyond the nose

 this year we want to dissolve  
dishing out a vote of no confidence                                                                                

a heart-beat skipping story

 this year we want twigs in our hair, mauve streaks 
in the sky  

dusted with orange fizz and sloshing in time                                                                                        
to the movement

this year we’re taking questions 
from across the chamber                                                                     

nose-whistling and tooth-sucking  
are anticipated                                                                                  

this year we’ve seen enough                                                                                      
to appreciate 

how we can support us

this year let’s micro-dose 
as we show our distress  

for the ocean floor

this year we don’t want you  
to call us from another room                                                                                              

we mean that 

this year we want sensations  
feel-good pheromones                                                                                              

getting shit done

this year we may want to  
tell our stories                                                                            

to whatever feels right for us

and what do we reckon                                                                           
about dread and hand-wringing even                                                           

will our fur rise in a good way?

imagine a feed-back loop.                                                                                                
if this juncture feels right                                                                                                                 

it probably is

PLEASE  
DON’T  
CALL  
US  
FROM  
ANOTHER  
ROOM

PLEASE  
DON’T  
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US  
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ANOTHER  
ROOM
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DON’T  
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US  
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ANOTHER  
ROOM

PLEASE  
DON’T  
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US  
FROM  

ANOTHER  
ROOM

PLEASE  
DON’T  
CALL  

US  
FROM  

ANOTHER  
ROOM

Philippa Armstrong

U
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New BLANK Order

BLANK To BLANK

BLANK Now

New BLANK Out Now

BLANK Wins BLANK

Stand Up And BLANK

BLANK Rises

BLANK Discovers BLANK

God Found To Be BLANK

BLANK To BLANK

BLANK Knows Best

Humans BLANK Earth

Climate Change BLANK

Information Is Now BLANK

BLANK Is The New BLANK

BLANK News

Blankety BLANK

BLANK The Government

BLANK Works

China BLANKS U.S.A

Altruism BLANK Cash

Ant Bridgeman Special thanks to Ant for the concept behind this edition of Roomers. 
All running heads are also by Ant.

Water BLANK In Australia

Good BLANK Works

No BLANK Today

To BLANK Or Not To BLANK

BLANK Gets Heard

Get BLANKED

Why BLANK

BLANK Now

Protesters BLANK Police

BLANK On It

BLANK In Blanket

Dollar BLANK

BLANK Discovers BLANK

God Found To Be BLANK

BLANK To BLANK

BLANK Knows Best

Humans BLANK Earth

Climate Change BLANK

Information Is Now BLANK

BLANK Is The New BLANK

BLANK News

Blankety BLANK

BLANK The Government

BLANK Works

BLANK Gives Back

Higher Sentencing For BLANK

Free BLANK For BLANK

BLANK Arrives In Melbourne

New BLANK Opportunities

Sun Shines In BLANK

BLANK Drys Up

Cancer BLANK Treatable

Adults BLANK Happiness

Everybody Is BLANK

New BLANK Available

BLANK Admits To BLANK

Blankets For BLANK

BLANKS Becomes Blanker

Teachers Get BLANK

Food Line BLANK 

BLANK Line Diminishes

Great News For BLANK 

BLANK News For Bankers

Mother Saves BLANK

Local Legend BLANK

Jesus Was A BLANK

Discovered New BLANK

Banks Give BLANK

New Improved BLANK

Gentrification Becomes BLANK

New Housing BLANK

Pay Rises BLANK

Government Decides BLANK

Bacon And BLANK

Get BLANK

Why BLANK

BLANK Now

Protesters BLANK Police

BLANK On It

BLANK In Blanket

Dollar BLANK

Jumping Jack BLANK

Aboriginal People BLANK

Whales Arrive In BLANK

Ant’s Stepmother BLANK

Food Lines BLANK

Kindy Workers BLANK

BLANK Happens

Lotto Winner BLANK

Commuters Continually BLANK

No Pay BLANK

Australia Cuts BLANK

St Kilda Becomes BLANK

Fitzroy Street Now Blame BLANK

Hanson Blames BLANK

Your Tax Dollars BLANK

BLANK Housing Shortage

BLANK You

Get BLANKED

BLANK This For A Game Of Soldiers

Dark Side Of The BLANK

Lots Of BLANK

Laugh Out BLANK

See You In BLANK

BLANK Writes Well

Philippa BLANKS Back
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How about becoming a friend of Roomers?

For as little as $50 per year you can help Roomers keep going.  
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as 
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops. 

Friends of Roomers receive:

2 copies of Roomers posted annually 
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches 

A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly

Individual (low income): $50 per year  
Individual (cashed up): $60 per year 

Not for profit organisations: $70 per year 
Others: $90 per year 

We want your stories and poems and songs and  
articles and musings and photos and artwork.

And we want them now.

When you send your work in please include your name and address so 
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be 

anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.

Contact Simone Jamieson on 9531 1954 or  
write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or  

send us an email: roomers@esnlc.com.au


